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 Now comes the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Staff"), by and 

through its undersigned attorneys, and pursuant to Section 200.830 of the 

Commission's Rules of Practice, 83 Ill. Adm. Code Section 200.830, respectfully 

submits this Brief on Exceptions to the Proposed Order issued by the Administrative 

Law Judges (“ALJs”) on July 10, 2008 ("Proposed Order" or “PO”). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or the “Company”) filed new tariff 

sheets on October 17, 2007 (“Filed Rate Schedule Sheets”), in which it proposed a 

general increase in its electric rates.  Although Staff supports many of the PO’s 

conclusions regarding ComEd’s Filed Rate Schedule Sheets, there are a number of 

items to which Staff takes exception as set forth below.  Staff’s strongest and most 

significant areas of disagreement with the PO are with respect to its ultimate rejection of 

certain resolutions proposed in the “Stipulation Concerning Incorporation Of Certain 

Adjustments From The Original Cost Audit And Resolution Of Certain Revenue 

 



Requirement And Other Issues” (“Stipulation”) dated April 10, 2008 (Staff-ComEd Joint 

Ex. No. 1) entered into by Staff and ComEd.  As discussed below and set forth in Staff’s 

initial and reply briefs, the proposed set of issue resolutions contained in the Stipulation 

are fully supported by the evidence in this proceeding, provide significant benefits to 

ratepayers, and should be adopted by the Commission on the merits. 

 
IV. RATE BASE 

A. The Stipulation 

1. Staff Continues to Strongly Recommend That the Commission 
Adopt the Proposed Set of Issue Resolutions Contained in the 
Stipulation 

 The Stipulation entered into by Staff and ComEd contains, inter alia, a proposed 

set of issue resolutions for various issues that were originally addressed in Staff’s direct 

testimony and contested by ComEd in its rebuttal testimony.  Some of the proposed 

issue resolutions call for a rejection or withdrawal of a previously proposed adjustment, 

others call for acceptance of a proposed adjustment.  Significantly, the Stipulation 

proposes a $171.755 million reduction to plant in service, constituting ComEd's 

projected investment in pro forma capital additions for the third quarter of 2008.  The 

Stipulation also provides for Staff to withdraw its proposed adjustment to accumulated 

depreciation, but is not conditioned on rejection of any other party’s proposal regarding 

accumulated depreciation.  Nevertheless, Staff’s withdrawal of its accumulated 

depreciation adjustment was based on the changed facts resulting from the reduction in 

ComEd’s pro forma adjustments, and that with this change there was no reasonable 

basis to distinguish this case from recent Commission decisions rejecting identical 

proposed adjustments.  See Staff RB, pp. 6-7.  As explained in Staff’s initial and reply 
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briefs, and as reflected in the summaries of Staff’s positions contained in the PO, all of 

the proposed issue resolutions are supported by the evidence in the record.   

 In addition, the Stipulation contains an agreement by ComEd to accept an 

additional $35.746 million reduction to its rate base in this proceeding, subject to the 

Commission accepting the complete set of proposed resolutions contained in the 

Stipulation.  Staff-ComEd Joint Ex. 1, p. 2.  The additional rate base reductions ComEd 

has conditionally agreed to accept match certain adjustments proposed in the Audit 

Report for the Original Cost Audit (“OCA”) ordered by the Commission in ComEd’s last 

rate case, and are supported here by the testimony of Staff witness Mr. Griffin.  The 

Audit Report has not yet been litigated and will be considered in the Audit Approval 

Docket (Docket 08-0312).  ComEd also agreed in the Stipulation to implement certain 

other recommendations contained in the Audit Report for the OCA.  While the 

Stipulation limits the conditions and adjustments that Staff can advocate in the Audit 

Approval Docket to those adjustments and conditions to be implemented under the 

proposals in the Stipulation, the Stipulation neither limits the issues that other parties 

can raise nor prohibits the Commission from considering and acting on all such issues 

in the Audit Approval Docket. 

 In addition to supporting issue resolutions that are fully supported by evidence in 

the record, a key and important benefit of the Stipulation is that it allows ratepayers to 

benefit now from over $35 million in rate base reductions that would otherwise not be 

reflected in rates until ComEd’s first rate case following conclusion of the Audit Approval 

Docket.  Moreover, as discussed above, the current recognition of additional rate base 

reductions is achieved with acceptance of the issue resolutions proposed in the 
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Stipulation without limiting in any way what other parties may raise or have considered 

in the Audit Approval Docket.  If accepted, the issue resolutions proposed in the 

Stipulation also result in ComEd’s agreement to some of the recommendations 

contained in the Audit Report, again without limiting in any way what other parties may 

raise or have considered in the Audit Approval Docket. 

 For all these reasons, and for the reasons set forth elsewhere in this brief on 

exceptions, Staff continues to strongly recommend that the Commission adopt the 

proposed set of issue resolutions contained in the Stipulation. 

 

2. The Proposed Order Errs in Rejecting the Proposed Set of Issue 
Resolutions Contained in the Stipulation 

 In response to various arguments that the Commission cannot accept the 

proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation, the PO correctly concludes 

that the Commission “may adopt the proposed resolutions as presented by the 

Stipulation if the record supports such resolution.”  PO, p. 10.  Unfortunately, this is 

essentially the only correct determination contained in the PO regarding the Stipulation.  

While the reasoning and conclusions contained in the PO with respect to the Stipulation 

and its proposed set of issue resolutions are neither complete nor clear, the PO appears 

to reject the Stipulation based on its faulty rejection (and analysis) of the proposals 

contained in the Stipulation for the pro forma adjustments and accumulated depreciation 

issues. 1 

                                            

(continued…) 

1 The Stipulation contains a clause providing that while both Staff and ComEd are waiving their 
rights to pursue positions different from the resolutions set forth in the Stipulation, such waiver is 
subject to the Commission accepting the complete set of resolutions proposed in the Stipulation.  
Staff-ComEd Joint Ex. 1, pp. 6-7.  Thus, ComEd and Staff have “reserve[d] their respective 
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 The first mention of the Stipulation in the PO after the determination that the 

Stipulation recommendations may be adopted if supported by the record is in 

connection with Staff’s withdrawal of certain proposed adjustments if the set of issues 

resolutions contained in the Stipulation are adopted.  PO, p. 13.  While not mentioning 

that it will subsequently reject particular Stipulation proposals and refer to the Stipulation 

as “rejected”, the PO proceeds to reject certain revenue requirement adjustments 

originally proposed by Staff rather than accept Staff’s withdrawal of those adjustments 

in connection with the Stipulation.  It appears to Staff that the PO’s approach to this 

issue is based on its undisclosed intention to later “reject” the Stipulation.  In any event, 

the PO’s ultimate conclusion on these adjustments is consistent with the proposed 

ultimate resolution from the Stipulation, and is not the basis for “rejection” of the 

Stipulation. 

 The next mention of the Stipulation in the PO is in connection with the pro forma 

additions and accumulated depreciation issues.  See PO, pp. 14-26.  The PO 

summarizes the parties’ arguments (Id.) and decides to address these issues together 

(Id. pp. 17, 25-26).  The PO’s analysis and conclusion for these issues consists, in full, 

of the following 4 paragraphs: 

                                                                                                                                             
(continued from previous page) 

rights to continue to advocate other positions” in the event the Commission does not accept one 
or more of the proposed issue resolutions,   Id.  The PO appears to have assumed (without 
discussion or explanation) that its rejection of the Stipulation’s proposed resolution for the pro 
forma adjustment issue (and/or its decision on the accumulated depreciation issue) results in 
rejection of the whole Stipulation under this clause of the Stipulation.  See PO, pp. 48, 49, 226. 
Similarly, the PO’s failure to address the acceptance or rejection of the additional $35 million in 
rate base reductions proposed in the Stipulation is presumably based on the PO’s belief that its 
decision on the pro forma adjustment issue (and/or its decision on the accumulated depreciation 
issue) results in rejection of the whole Stipulation.   
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 The Company proposes to include pro forma plant additions 
through September 2008.  These are plant additions that are reasonably 
certain to occur within 12 months from the date of filing, October 2007.  
This unprecedented request to include 21 months of pro forma capital 
additions requires a careful examination of the impact on rate base.  
ComEd has never requested such a significant increase in post test year 
capital additions.  As the Commission found in Dockets 02-0798, et al., 
significant post test year capital additions might be be [SIC] allowed if they 
are not largely or entirely set off by increases in accumulated depreciation. 

 Staff originally proposed not allowing any additions beyond 
December 2007, but Staff witness Griffin stated that he would consider 
any additional evidence the Company provided in its rebuttal testimony.  
Staff now supports the inclusion in rate base of actual plant additions 
through June 30, 2008, whether the Stipulation is adopted or not.  See 
Staff IB at 13.  This reducation [SIC] to rate base from the Company’s 
proposal appears to be a compromise position premised on no reduction 
to rate base for accumulated depreciation.  Staff’s proposal to rely on 
actual plant increases through June 2008 is not approved because it relies 
on data not in the record and no opportunity is afforded to intervenors to 
dispute the proposed exhibit. 

 The AG improperly seeks to replace the evidence the Company 
has provided regarding its pro forma capital additions with a formula 
based on last year’s data.  This is inconsistent with Section 287.40 and is 
rejected. 

 With respect to the propriety of the additions, the Company 
provided extensive evidence in rebuttal testimony in response to Mr. 
Griffin’s direct testimony for its plant additions through September 2008.  
These additions include projects to establish service to new customers, 
“summer critical” projects to ensure that ComEd has adequate capacity for 
the summer peak season, corrective and preventative maintenance 
projects, projects to enhance system performance, and relocation of 
necessary existing facilities displaced by public works projects.  
Accordingly, the Company has shown that these pro forma plant additions 
are reasonably certain to occur and are approved to the extent they 
exceed accumulated depreciation.   

PO, pp. 25-26. 

 The first paragraph is an introductory paragraph identifying issues and concerns, 

but does not contain any substantive analysis of the specific issues at hand or reach 

any specific conclusions.  The second paragraph addresses Staff’s proposal (reflected 
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in testimony as well as the Stipulation) to limit pro forma additions to actual and 

projected additions to be completed by the end of June, 2008.  While Staff explained in 

testimony and briefs why it decided the record supported those particular pro forma 

additions (see Staff IB, pp. 11-13; Staff RB, pp. 5-6), the PO erroneously describes 

Staff’s position only in terms of “actual plant additions through June 30, 2008.”  Staff did 

state that in the event the Commission does not accept the Stipulation it “should only 

include the pro forma additions shown in ComEd’s late filed exhibit or compliance filing 

which will show the amount of pro forma additions to plant in service closed to the 

books at June 30, 2008.”  Staff IB, p. 13.  But this statement followed a detailed 

discussion of why Staff accepted the actual and projected pro forma additions through 

June 30, 2008.  Id. at 11-12.  The PO errs in taking Staff’s statement regarding actual 

pro forma addition out of context and transforming Staff’s position.  Staff position (both 

with and without the Stipulation) is that the Commission should adopt ComEd’s 

proposed pro forma additions through June 30, 2008, but should also cap or limit those 

additions to the actual additions as of June 30 reflected in a late filed exhibit or 

compliance filing.   

 The second paragraph also states that the proposal to reduce ComEd’s originally 

requested pro forma additions “appears to be a compromise position premised on no 

reduction to rate base for accumulated depreciation.”  With respect to Staff, the PO errs 

in calling this a “compromise position.”  Further, the PO also errs to the extent the PO 

reflects the view that the Stipulation mandates (i.e., as a legal condition) rejection of all 

proposed adjustments to accumulated depreciation in order to proceed with Staff’s pro 

forma additions proposal.  Rather, the Commission may consider such arguments on 
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the merits.  Staff explained at length why the pro forma additions resolution was not 

legally contingent on rejecting other parties accumulated depreciation proposals (Staff 

RB, pp. 3, 7-8), and the PO contains no explicit discussion of Staff’s discussion 

regarding this issue.2    

 The second paragraph then states that “Staff’s proposal to rely on actual plant 

increases through June 2008 is not approved because it relies on data not in the record 

and no opportunity is afforded to intervenors to dispute the proposed exhibit.”  PO, p. 

26.  First, as just explained, this statement contains an inaccurate statement of Staff’s 

position.  Second, this statement contains other inaccuracies.  Staff’s proposal to use 

pro forma additions through June 2008 is fully supported by the record, and Staff’s 

proposal does not rely on the late filed exhibit or compliance filing to make the 

underlying adjustment.  Under Staff’s proposal the actual amount incurred will only be 

used to limit or cap the adjustment, but is not used to support the adjustment in the first 

instance.  Staff submits that the use of actual data that becomes available during a 

proceeding is not uncommon, and does not prejudice intervenors or other parties since 

it is only a cap that can only reduce the amount allowed.  Further, the result reached in 

the PO is totally illogical as it rejects Staff’s proposed reduction to pro forma additions to 

allegedly protect parties who oppose an increase, and then turns around and grants a 

much larger amount of pro forma additions.  Finally, even if the Commission were to 

accept the PO’s conclusion that it is inappropriate to use actual amounts as a cap, the 

Commission need not reject Staff’s proposed adjustment.  As noted above, the ability 

                                            
2 To be clear, based on the pro forma additions proposed in the Stipulation, Staff anticipates the 
Commission will ultimately reject proposed adjustments to accumulated depreciation for test 
year plant.  See Staff RB, pp. 6-7.  
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argue positions contrary to the Stipulation is an optional right of Staff and ComEd, and 

Staff hereby advises the Commission that it will waive that right if consideration of actual 

amounts to potentially cap the additions is found to be an obstacle to considering and 

accepting Staff’s proposal to use ComEd’s proposed pro forma additions as of June 30, 

2008. 

 The third paragraph is a short two sentence rejection of the AG’s proposed 

adjustment to pro forma additions.  

 The fourth paragraph is the PO’s analysis supporting adoption of ComEd’s pro 

forma additions through September, 2008.  First, it should be noted that ComEd has 

accepted use of its proposed pro forma additions as of June 2008 for purposes of this 

case under the Stipulation.  The PO contains no indication of why it presses for 

acceptance of ComEd’s proposed pro forma additions as of September 2008 when that 

is not ComEd’s primary position.  The PO provides no basis, reasoned or otherwise, for 

adopting a position that is only conditionally advocated.  Second, the PO’s reasoning is 

inadequate and deficient.  The PO neither mentions nor considers arguments by Staff 

and Intervenors explaining why ComEd’s proposed pro forma adjustments through 

September 2008 are not appropriate and have not been adequately supported.  Further, 

the ComEd support that the PO does cite is actually the support that Staff provided for 

accepting pro forma additions as of June 2008.  Thus, contrary to the PO’s statement, 

its conclusion is not supported by the record and has not been explained.  Rather, the 

record supports and the Commission should accept Staff’s proposal to accept ComEd’s 

proposed pro forma additions as of June 30, 2008. 
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 In the last sentence of the fourth paragraph the PO states – without any further 

discussion or analysis regarding the accumulated depreciation issue – that the pro 

forma additions are “approved to the extent they exceed accumulated depreciation.”  

PO, p. 26.  This single clause appears to be the complete explanation of the PO’s 

reasoning for accepting an accumulated depreciation adjustment.  The only other 

references in any of the four paragraphs to accumulated depreciation is a description of 

the Commission’s findings in Docket Nos. 02-0798, et al. and a reference in the second 

paragraph, discussed above, that wrongly assumes that Staff’s position on pro forma 

additions is “a compromise position premised on no reduction to rate base for 

accumulated depreciation.“  The PO has absolutely no analysis explaining why it is 

apparently rejecting ComEd’s position that the remaining accumulated depreciation 

adjustments are identical to the adjustments considered and rejected in three recent 

Commission decision.  Staff fails to see how such an unexplained change in direction 

will not be viewed as arbitrary and capricious.  Further, as explained in testimony and in 

Staff’s briefs, Staff does not believe that the remaining accumulated depreciation 

adjustments are distinguishable from the adjustments recently rejected by the 

Commission. 

 As explained above, after making these rulings on pro forma adjustments and 

accumulated depreciation, the PO simply starts referring to the Stipulation as rejected 

without analysis or explanation.  PO, pp. 48, 49, 226.  The PO’s conclusions on pro 

forma additions and accumulated depreciation are deficient as explained above, and 

there is no basis in the record for rejecting the set of proposed resolutions set forth in 
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the Stipulation.  The Commission should accept the set of proposed resolutions set forth 

in the Stipulation for the reasons stated above. 

 

3. If the Commission Determines It is Appropriate to Accept the 
Proposed Set of Issue Resolutions Set Forth in the Stipulation 
While Retaining the PO’s Conclusions on the Other Revenue 
Requirement Issues Contested Between ComEd and Staff, Staff 
Would Not Press Its Exceptions to the PO’s Conclusions On the 
Other Revenue Requirement Issues 

 As noted above, Staff continues to strongly recommend that the Commission 

adopt the proposed set of issue resolutions contained in the Stipulation.  It is fair to state 

that Staff’s most significant concern with the PO is that it be revised and corrected with 

respect to its determinations on the Stipulation and the proposed set of resolutions 

reflected in the Stipulation.  In this regard, Staff is advising the Commission that Staff 

would not press its exceptions to the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue 

requirement issues contested between ComEd and Staff (i.e., for purposes of this case, 

to not pursue its exceptions as to the PO’s recommended resolutions of all rate base 

and operating expenses in Sections IV and V thereof (except for the AG/CUB proposed 

adjustment relating to merger expenses, which Staff did not support) and the 

recommended overall rate of return (ROR) of 8.36% and the recommended rate of 

return on common equity (ROE) of 10.30% in Section VI thereof), provided the 

Commission accepts, based on the record in this proceeding, the joint 

recommendations contained in the Stipulation.  ComEd has informed Staff that it also 

would not raise further exceptions on those issues if the joint recommendations 

contained in the Stipulation were accepted.  In this regard, in the event the Commission 

determines it is appropriate to accept, based on the record in this proceeding, the 
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complete set of joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation, while retaining the 

PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between ComEd 

and Staff as described above, Staff proposes that the PO be revised as reflected in 

Appendix A to this brief on exceptions.  These proposed language changes are 

intended to be identical to proposed changes that Staff understands ComEd is also 

proposing in the event the Commission decides to proceed on this basis. 

4. Additional Alternative Exceptions 

Argument 
 
 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 

the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has submitted exceptions language that should be used in that 

circumstance.  In the event the Commission decides not to accept the complete set of 

joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation while retaining the PO’s conclusions 

on the other revenue requirement issues contested between ComEd and Staff, Staff 

submits these additional arguments and language changes for consideration by the 

Commission.  

 The Commission should adopt ComEd’s voluntary agreement to make the 

remaining $35.746 million downward adjustment to rate base of the total $116.635 

million downward adjustment identified by Alliance Consulting Group (“ACG”) in the 

Original Cost Audit (“OCA”).   As part of the Stipulation, ComEd agreed to a reduction to 

plant in service totaling $116.635 million which was identified in the OCA performed by 

ACG.  Of that amount, $80.889 million of the adjustment was reflected in ComEd’s 
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original filing in this rate case.  The PO either opposes for no apparent reason or fails to 

address the remaining $35.746 million downward adjustment of the total $116.635 

million adjustment.  Given that the remaining adjustment is a reduction to rate base 

which will benefit ratepayers and ComEd is not opposed to the reduction, the 

Commission should adopt the remaining $35.746 million reduction to plant in service. 

Despite the AG’s claims to the contrary, there is evidence in the record on this 

issue in the form of Staff witness Griffin’s testimony and ComEd’s agreement to make 

the adjustment to rate base.  The PO fails to appreciate that absent the Stipulation any 

rate base reduction which resulted from the OCA would not have been reflected in this 

proceeding, given that (i) the Interim Order in Docket No. 05-0597 provided that “… no 

later than 30 days after such time as the Commission’s order in the Audit Approval 

Docket is final, ComEd shall reflect the changes, if any, required by the Commission on 

its books and records [and] [n]othing shall preclude recognition of such changes in any 

subsequent case or proceeding before this Commission” (Commonwealth Edison Co., 

ICC Docket No. 05-0597, (Interim Order, April 5, 2006), at 2-3 (emphasis added)) and 

(ii) the Audit Approval Docket (Docket No. 08-0312) was initiated on May 13, 2008, 

which was subsequent to the date the record in this proceeding was marked heard and 

taken.  Even though not obligated or required by law to do so ComEd as part of the 

Stipulation has agreed to make the $35.746 million adjustment. 

As Staff pointed out in its reply brief, adoption of the Stipulation in no way 

precludes the Commission from considering or ruling on other parties’ positions or 

arguments in the Audit Approval Docket. 
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Recommended Language 
 
 Staff recommends the following changes to page 10 of the PO: 
 

4. Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 Under BPI I, the Commission may adopt the proposed resolutions 
as presented by the Stipulation if the record supports such resolution.  
Accordingly, the Stipulation will be treated as merely another proposed 
resolution for the various contested issues addressed in this proceeding 
that must be considered based on the evidence presented.  Any decision 
in this docket will have no bearing on the Commission’s decision in the 
OCA proceeding (Docket 08-0312), wherein no evidence has been 
presented. 

 If, based on the conclusions reached in this Order, Staff and 
ComEd pursue certain actions in the Audit Approval Docket, that does not 
require action on the Commission’s part at this time and does not bar 
other parties from advocating contrary positions. 

 With respect to the OCA, the Stipulation adopts certain adjustments 
proposed in the Audit Report that result in a reduction to plant in service 
totaling $116.635 million.  A reduction to plant in service in the amount of 
$35.746 million is reflected on Staff Schedule 15.1.  The remaining 
$80.889 million was reflected in ComEd’s original filing in this rate case. 
The $35.746 million reduction to plant in service consists of three items.  
The first item is a reduction to plant in service of $23.046 million (less 
accumulated depreciation and accumulated deferred income taxes) 
attributable to accounting for the costs of internal software alleged to be 
inconsistent with AICPA Statement of Position (“SOP”) 98-1.  While not 
agreeing that it has improperly capitalized these costs, ComEd has agreed 
as part of the Stipulation to reduce its plant in service to reflect this 
adjustment.  According to Staff witness Griffin, the $23.046 million 
proposed reduction of plant in service related to capitalizing certain costs 
that Alliance Consulting Group (“ACG”) asserts should have been 
expensed under SOP 98-1 is reasonable.  ICC Staff Exhibit 15.0 
Corrected at 4:62-72. 

 The second item is a reduction to plant in service of $10 million for 
other accounting policy changes or documentation issues identified by 
ACG but not attributable to any specific issue.  ACG identified 
documentation that it contended was missing or inadequate with respect 
to certain items, as well as various accounting changes that it contended 
were not adequately supported.  While not agreeing with ACG’s 
assertions, ComEd has agreed to reduce its plant in service by $10 million 
in this case for other accounting policy changes or documentation issues 
identified by ACG but not attributable to any specific issue.  According to 
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Staff witness Griffin the proposed $10 million reduction of plant in service 
for other accounting policy changes or documentation issues identified by 
ACG but not attributable to any specific issue is reasonable. 

 The third item is a reduction of plant in service by $2.7 million 
related to the retroactive application by ComEd of AR-15 as to meters and 
transformers for the year 2003.  FERC approved ComEd’s request for the 
adoption of AR-15 principles relating to meters and transformers in July of 
2003, and ACG asserted that this accounting change should have been 
implemented as of July 2003 rather than January 2003.  While not 
agreeing with ACG’s assertions as to when this change should have 
become effective, ComEd has agreed to reduce its plant in service by $2.7 
million related to the asserted retroactive application by ComEd of AR-15 
as to meters and transformers for the year 2003.  According to Staff 
witness Griffin, the proposed $2.7 million reduction of plant in service 
related to the asserted retroactive application by ComEd of AR-15 as to 
meters and transformers for the year 2003 is reasonable. 

 The Commission accepts ComEd’s agreement in the Stipulation to 
reduce rate base by an additional $35.746 million as a result of 
adjustments proposed in or related to the OCA. (Staff-ComEd Joint Ex. 1, 
pp. 1-2 (Section I, par. 4))  The Commission rejects the AG’s argument 
that this $35.746 million reduction to rate base cannot be adopted by the 
Commission because the OCA Report is not in the record evidence of this 
proceeding.  First the Commission points to the obvious. This voluntary 
rate base reduction clearly benefits ratepayers and, therefore, the AG’s 
claim that adopting these reductions to rate base would lead in part to 
unreasonable rates for ratepayers is without merit.  Absent the Stipulation 
any rate base reduction which resulted from the OCA would not have 
been reflected in this proceeding, given that (i) the Interim Order in Docket 
No. 05-0597 provided that “… no later than 30 days after such time as the 
Commission’s order in the Audit Approval Docket is final, ComEd shall 
reflect the changes, if any, required by the Commission on its books and 
records [and] [n]othing shall preclude recognition of such changes in any 
subsequent case or proceeding before this Commission” (Commonwealth 
Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 05-0597, (Interim Order, April 5, 2006), at 2-3 
(emphasis added)) and (ii) the Audit Approval Docket (Docket No. 08-
0312) was initiated on May 13, 2008, which was subsequent to the date 
the record in this proceeding was marked heard and taken.   

 In response to the AG’s assertion that no record evidence exists to 
support this adjustment, the AG ignores Staff witness Griffin’s rebuttal 
testimony on this issue.  Mr. Griffin testified as to the three specific items 
which are included in the $35.746 million adjustment and how those 
components related to the OCA findings of Alliance Consulting Group, the 
entity retained by the Commission to conduct the OCA.  Mr. Griffin’s 
testimony provides sufficient evidentiary basis to support this adjustment, 
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particularly in light of the fact that the adjustment benefits ratepayers and 
ComEd does not object to the adjustment as part of the Stipulation. 

 Despite the AG’s claims, the approval of the resolutions set forth in 
the Stipulation will not somehow pre-determine the outcome of the Audit 
Approval Docket.   The AG has misread or misinterpreted the Stipulation.  
With respect to the Audit Approval Docket the Stipulation merely provides 
as follows: 

 Staff agrees that it will not advocate that any conclusions or 
recommendations identified in the OCA Report should be adopted 
or ordered by the Commission in the Audit Docket or that any 
adjustments identified in the Audit Report should be made except 
as set forth in this Stipulation. ComEd agrees that it will not object 
to any Commission decision to initiate a proceeding to consider the 
results of the OCA or to the intervention of any party in such 
proceeding, or to conclusions or recommendations implementing 
those set forth in this Stipulation. 

Staff-ComEd Joint Ex. 1, pp. 2-3 (Section I, par. 6).  The Stipulation 
provisions providing that Staff “will not advocate that any conclusions or 
recommendations identified in the OCA Report should be adopted or 
ordered by the Commission in the Audit Docket or that any adjustments 
identified in the Audit Report should be made except as set forth in this 
Stipulation” in no way precludes the Commission from considering or 
ruling on other parties’ positions or arguments in the Audit Approval 
Docket or elsewhere. 

 
B. Uncontested Issues 

1. Plant 
 

e. Contested Staff-Proposed Adjustments That Are 
Uncontested If the Set of Resolutions Reflected in the 
Stipulation Is Approved 

 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 

the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has submitted exceptions language that should be used in that 

circumstance.  In the event the Commission decides not to accept the complete set of 
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joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation while retaining the PO’s conclusions 

on the other revenue requirement issues contested between ComEd and Staff, Staff 

submits these additional arguments and language changes for consideration by the 

Commission.  Staff notes that the exceptions language regarding the description of its 

position applies regardless of how the Commission decides this issue. 

 Because the Proposed Order’s results are consistent with the Stipulation’s 

resolution of these four adjustments, Staff accepts the Proposed Order’s results; 

however, Staff takes issue with the rationale provided by the PO.  In addition, while the 

PO does address the four adjustments proposed by Mr. Griffin in his direct testimony 

that were contested but withdrawn by Mr. Griffin in his rebuttal subject to acceptance of 

the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation, there is no discussion 

of the recommendation made by Mr. Griffin in his direct testimony but later withdrawn in 

his rebuttal testimony also subject to acceptance of the Stipulation.  That 

recommendation concerned common facilities at dual-substations.  Mr. Griffin made a 

recommendation that common facilities at dual-substations be allocated by a different 

method.  In order to accurately reflect Staff’s position on this issue Staff recommends 

the PO be modified as indicated below. 

 

Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to pages 11-13 of the PO: 

* * * 

2. Staff 

 Staff explains that there are four adjustments that were proposed 
by Mr. Griffin in his Direct Testimony (Staff Ex. 2.0 Corrected) that were 
contested but were withdrawn by Mr. Griffin in his Rebuttal Testimony 
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subject to acceptance of the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in 
the Stipulation.  In addition Mr. Griffin had a recommendation that 
common facilities at dual-substations be allocated by a different method.  
As part of the Stipulation Mr. Griffin agreed to withdraw that 
recommendation given that the different allocation methods would simply 
shift costs between those recovered in transmission rates and those 
recovered in distribution rates. 

*  *  * 

 For all the reasons stated above, Staff asserts that it is reasonable 
and in the best interest of rate payers that the adjustments made by Mr. 
Griffin in his direct testimony and calculated on his Schedules 2.3, 2.4, 
2.5, and 2.6 be withdrawn and the recommendation regarding common 
facilities be withdrawn as well if the set of issue resolutions reflected in the 
Stipulation are accepted by the Commission.   

3. Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 Although these issues are addressed in the Stipulation, it is clear 
that Staff’s original adjustments would result in an increased revenue 
requirement the Commission acknowledges that adjustments should be 
judged on the merits and not based solely on their immediate impact on 
the revenue requirement and we are not convinced by the record in this 
case that the Staff proposed adjustments are appropriate at this time.  In 
its rebuttal testimony, the Company showed that it had properly accounted 
for these costs.  Moreover, it is telling that no other party supported Staff’s 
original adjustment nor objected to this portion of the Stipulation.  
Accordingly, Staff’s adjustments, as proposed by Mr. Griffin in his Direct 
Testimony are denied and we do not adopt Staff’s recommendation that 
common facilities at dual-substations be allocated by a different method.  
We note that these changes to accounting policy can be reviewed at a 
later date if necessary.  In order to facilitate Staff’s review of ComEd’s 
accounts, we direct the Company to: 

 
C. Contested Issues 

1. Plant 
a. Pro Forma Capital Additions 

i. Propriety of Additions 
 See Section IV.A. above and Section IV.C.1.a.II.(a) below. 

ii. Impact on Test Year Rate Base 
(a) Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation 

and Amortization 
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Argument 

 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 

the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has submitted exceptions language that should be used in that 

circumstance.  In the event the Commission decides not to accept the complete set of 

joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation while retaining the PO’s conclusions 

on the other revenue requirement issues contested between ComEd and Staff, Staff 

submits these additional arguments and language changes for consideration by the 

Commission. 

 The Commission should reject the PO’s conclusions concerning the issues of pro 

forma plant additions and accumulated provisions for depreciation and amortization.  

The PO makes the statement that Staff’s position to only allow pro forma plant 

adjustments through June 2008 “appears to be a compromise position premised on no 

reduction to rate base for accumulated depreciation”. PO, p. 26.  The PO’s assessment 

is not accurate.  The PO improperly relies upon a prior case, Docket Nos. 02-0798, et 

al., with a significantly different set of facts, to accept the AG’s, CUB’s and IIEC’s 

adjustment to accumulated depreciation and ignores prior Commission decisions with 

facts more similar to those present in this case. PO, p. 25.  Finally, the PO 

misunderstands the Stipulation and Mr. Griffin’s testimony concerning the filing of post 

record data for actual additions for the first two quarters of 2008.  The PO seems to 

have taken the position that the Commission’s consideration of that data would 

somehow introduce new claims and be a detriment to ratepayers. 
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 Contrary to the PO’s assessment, Staff’s position on pro forma additions is not a 

compromise position.  It is based upon the analysis of Staff witness Griffin and stands 

on its own.  Staff witness Griffin initially opposed all of ComEd’s pro forma additions for 

2008.  He opposed all of the projected 2008 additions because in his opinion they did 

not meet the requirements of Section 287.40, Pro Forma Adjustments to Historical Test 

Year Data.  However, Mr. Griffin did indicate that he would consider any additional 

evidence the Company provided in its rebuttal testimony. ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0, 9:148-

150; ICC Staff Exhibit 15.0 Corrected, 6:113-7:143  After reviewing the Company’s 

rebuttal testimony Mr. Griffin found that (1) the capacity expansion projects which 

composed some of the pro forma additions were summer critical and had to be closed 

by June 1, 2008; the projects were required to be closed by specific times by a 

government entity; the capacity expansion projects are considered short term CWIP that 

do not accrue AFUDC and the projects have contracts with completion dates and costs; 

and (2) ComEd witness Donnelly testified that $114.1 million of distribution projects had 

already been placed into service as of February 29, 2008 and many of the remaining 

projects are summer critical (i.e., projects to be constructed and in service by June 1 

prior to the hottest part of the summer when ComEd’s system usually hits its peak 

(ComEd Ex. 21.0 (Corrected), 24:513-516).  Mr. Griffin therefore concluded that the pro 

forma adjustments which included the projected 1st and 2nd quarter 2008 additions were 

known and measurable under the Commission’s test year rules for historical test years. 

ICC Staff Ex. 15.0 Corrected, p. 6. 

Contrary to the PO’s conclusion, however, ComEd’s 3rd quarter 2008 pro forma 

plant additions do not rise to the level of known and measurable under the 
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Commission’s test year rules for historical test years. Staff witness Griffin testified that, 

while some of the projects are reasonably certain to close by September 30, 2008, not 

all are.  Staff witness Griffin also pointed out that the differences between ComEd’s 

budgeted and actual plant additions for 2004, 2005, and 2006 are significant. Therefore, 

the mere fact that ComEd has a construction budget for the 3rd quarter of 2008 is not 

sufficient to render those budgeted amounts reasonably certain. ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0 

Corrected, 7:125-134 

As the PO correctly notes, ComEd’s request to include 21 months of pro forma 

capital additions in a historical test year rate filing is “unprecedented”. PO p. 25.  

Forecasted data going out 21 months into the future cannot reasonably be expected to 

be “reasonably certain” to occur and “determinable” and therefore meet the historical 

test year standards consistent with Section 287.40. While it is true that ComEd provided 

extensive evidence supporting those additions in their Rebuttal Testimony, this 

evidence did not prove that the forecast was “reasonably certain” to occur and 

“determinable” but rather supported the Company’s forecasting procedures.  Staff 

believes that accepting ComEd’s forecasted plant additions going out to September 30, 

2008 without sufficient evidence that they are known and measurable would be 

inconsistent with the Commission’s test year rules. 

With regard to Mr. Griffin’s withdrawal of his proposal to adjust plant in service 

and accumulated depreciation balances to the actual amounts known at December 31, 

2007 which was part of the Stipulation, that position was the result of the company 

withdrawing its pro forma adjustment for plant additions through September 30, 2008 

that would have resulted in a comprehensive restatement of plant balances.  Staff 
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witness Griffin’s withdrawal of the adjustment to plant in service and accumulated 

depreciation balances to the actual amounts known at December 31, 2007, was 

dependent on the extent of the pro forma additions. 

As Mr. Griffin explained in his rebuttal testimony, Staff originally included a 

similar accumulated depreciation component in the adjustment Staff proposed in its 

direct testimony. Staff did so because of the way ComEd proposed its own pro forma 

adjustment. ComEd proposed a comprehensive restatement of its plant in service 

balance as of September 30, 2008. This shifted completely the largest component of 

ComEd’s rate base from the end of the 2006 test year forward 21 months to September 

30, 2008. Staff proposed its net plant adjustment in order to mitigate the shift proposed 

by ComEd. Given that ComEd would include only plant additions through June 30, 

2008, Staff accepted this result as a reasonable proxy for the amount for those 

particular pro forma plant additions that would be known and measurable by September 

30, 2008 rather than a comprehensive restatement. Since Staff no longer viewed the 

pro forma plant adjustment as a comprehensive restatement of the plant balance to 

September 30, 2008, Staff withdrew the net plant adjustment. ICC Staff Exhibit 15.0, 

8:158-9:171 

 The PO improperly relies upon the Commission’s prior order in Docket Nos. 02-

0798, et al., to support the conclusion that the AG’s, CUB’s and IIEC’s adjustment 

regarding accumulated provisions for depreciation and amortization is reasonable.  In 

this case, the relevant facts are not like the facts in Docket Nos. 02-0798, et al., which 

was a case in which the utility’s historical net plant in service was declining or relatively 
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static. (Docket Nos. 02-0798, p. 10)  (ComEd IB, p. 43)  In Docket No. 02-0798 et. Al 

the Order states: 

 “the Commission found that where historical plant in service is either 
declining or static, post test year pro forma increases in plant in service 
require further analysis lest, by viewing those adjustments in isolation, it 
appears that there should be an increase to rate base when, in fact, after 
netting out the effect of declining plant in service and Depreciation 
Reserve with the pro forma additions, there should be a decrease in rate 
base.”   

Again those facts are not present here and, therefore, the analysis from that case does 

not apply to the instant proceeding.  The PO at the same time ignores recent 

Commission orders on the issue, in particular the orders in Docket No. 05-0597, 

ComEd’s 2005 rate case; Docket No. 01-0423, ComEd’s 2001 rate case; and Docket 

Nos. 07-0241/07-0242 (consolidated), North Shore Gas and Peoples Gas 2007 rate 

case. 

The PO accepts Mr. Effron’s adjustment to Accumulated Depreciation.  If the 

Final Order includes additions to Plant in Service all the way out to September 30, 2008 

as the Proposed Order does, that would represent a comprehensive restatement of rate 

base and the Effron adjustment to Accumulated Depreciation would be appropriate.  

However, in accepting ComEd’s additions to Plant in Service through September 30, 

2008 and Mr. Effron’s Accumulated Depreciation adjustment on embedded plant 

through September 30, 2008 the Proposed Order has produced a mismatch.  Mr. 

Effron’s Accumulated Depreciation adjustment is based on his method of forecasting 

plant additions which assumes that additions in 2008 will mirror additions in 2007 and is 

rejected in the Proposed Order (page 26).  So, the Proposed Order applies Mr. Effron’s 

Accumulated Depreciation adjustment to ComEd’s pro forma additions to plant.   
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There are only two ways to cure this mismatch problem, both are inappropriate and one 

is impossible given the record in this case.  First, the Order could accept Mr. Effron’s 

method of calculating pro forma additions to plant in service instead of ComEd’s pro 

forma additions.  This would be inappropriate because Mr. Effron’s resulting pro forma 

additions to plant are even less “reasonably certain” to occur than ComEd’s.  The 

second cure would be to make an adjustment to Accumulated Depreciation that 

corresponded to ComEd’s proposed Plant in Service at September 30, 2008.  This 

would be impossible because the information is not in the record that would enable the 

adjustment. 

In conclusion, the solution to this issue is to include pro forma additions to Plant 

in Service as of June 30, 2008 without an adjustment to Accumulated Depreciation that 

includes imbedded plant. 

 

Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to pages 25-26 of the PO: 

(vii) Commission Analysis and Conclusion 
 

 The Company proposes to include pro forma plant additions 
through September 2008.  According to the Company tThese are plant 
additions that are reasonably certain to occur subsequent to the historical 
test year within 12 months from the date of filing, October 2007 and the 
amounts are determinable.  This unprecedented request to include 21 
months of pro forma capital additions requires a careful examination of the 
impact on rate base.  ComEd has never requested such a significant 
increase in post test year capital additions.  As the Commission found in 
Dockets 02-0798, et al., significant post test year capital additions might 
be be allowed if they are not largely or entirely set off by increases in 
accumulated depreciation.   

 Staff originally proposed not allowing any additions beyond 
December 2007 because in Staff witness Griffin’s opinion the 2008 
projected plant additions had not been shown by the Company to meet the 
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requirements of Section 287.40, Pro Forma Adjustments to Historical Test 
Year Data.  , but However, Staff witness Griffin stated that he would 
consider any additional evidence the Company provided in its rebuttal 
testimony.  Staff, as set forth in Mr. Griffin’s rebuttal, now supports the 
inclusion in rate base of actual plant additions through December 31, 2007 
plus projected plant additions for the first two quarters of 2008 subject to a 
reduction to projected additions to the extent that actual plant additions for 
the first two quarters of 2008 on a combined basis are less than the 
projected pro forma amount, June 30, 2008, whether the Stipulation is 
adopted or not.  See Staff IB at 13.  In other words, the actual plant 
additions for the first two quarters of 2008 will only reduce the pro forma 
adjustments to rate base not increase it.  This reducation to rate base from 
the Company’s proposal appears to be a compromise position premised 
on no reduction to rate base for accumulated depreciation.  Staff’s 
proposal to rely on actual plant increases through June 2008 is not 
approved because it relies on data not in the record and no opportunity is 
afforded to intervenors to dispute the proposed exhibit 

 The AG improperly seeks to replace the evidence the Company 
has provided regarding its pro forma capital additions with a formula 
based on last year’s data.  This is inconsistent with Section 287.40 and is 
rejected. 

 In order to meet the requirement of Section 287.40 the amounts 
must be reasonably certain to occur subsequent to the historical test year 
within 12 months after the filing date of the Company’s tariffs and the 
amounts are determinable. 

 The evidence supports the position that the pro forma additions for 
the first and second quarters of 2008 meet the requirements of Section 
287.40 and therefore can be included in rate base.  In particular, Staff 
witness Griffin testified that capacity expansion projects which composed 
some of the pro forma additions are summer critical and must be closed 
by June 1, 2008; the projects are required to be closed by specific times 
by a government entity; the capacity expansion projects are considered 
short term CWIP that do not accrue AFUDC and the projects have 
contracts with completion dates and costs; and (2) ComEd witness 
Donnelly testified that $114.1 million of distribution projects had already 
been placed into service as of February 29, 2008 and many of the 
remaining projects are summer critical (i.e., projects to be constructed and 
in service by June 1 prior to the hottest part of the summer when ComEd’s 
system usually hits its peak (ComEd Ex. 21.0 (Corrected), 24:513-516).  
Mr. Griffin therefore concluded that the pro forma adjustments which 
included the projected 1st and 2nd quarter 2008 additions were known 
and measureable under the Commission’s test year rules for historical test 
years. (ICC Staff Ex. 15.0 Corrected, p. 6)  Given the above, the 
Commission concludes that the record evidence shows that these pro 
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forma plant additions are reasonably certain to occur and meet the 
requirements of Section 287.40.  The same cannot be said for the third 
quarter additions.  ComEd’s 3rd quarter 2008 pro forma plant additions do 
not rise to the level of known and measurable under the Commission’s 
test year rules for historical test years. Staff witness Griffin testified that, 
while some of the projects are reasonably certain to close by September 
30, 2008, not all are.  Staff witness Griffin also pointed out that the 
differences between ComEd’s budgeted and actual plant additions for 
2004, 2005, and 2006 are significant. Therefore, the mere fact that 
ComEd has a construction budget for the 3rd quarter of 2008 is not 
sufficient to render those budgeted amounts reasonably certain. ICC Staff 
Exhibit 2.0 Corrected, 7:125-134. 

 With respect to the AG’s, CUB’s and IIEC’s proposed adjustment to 
reduce rate base by adding seven quarters of post test year depreciation 
expense for the test year plant to the deprecation reserve, i.e. 
accumulated depreciation, the Commission rejects that adjustment.  The 
Commission has recently rejected on multiple occasions proposals to 
adjust accumulated depreciation for depreciation of test year rate base 
assets during the pro form adjustment period.  We rejected the proposal in 
Docket No. 05-0597, ComEd’s 2005 rate case; Docket No. 01-0423, 
ComEd’s 2001 rate case; and Docket Nos. 07-0241/07-0242, North Shore 
Gas and Peoples Gas 2007 rate case.  The Commission is not persuaded 
by arguments that the AG/CUB/IIEC proposed adjustment is consistent 
with our order in Docket Nos. 02-0298, 03-0008 and 03-0009 
(Consolidated) (Ameren CIPS and Ameren UE 2002 gas rate cases)  
While we pointed out in the Ameren CIPS and Ameren UE gas rate cases 
“where historical plant in service is either declining or static, post test year 
pro forma increases in plant in service require further analysis lest, by 
viewing those adjustments in isolation, it appears that there should be an 
increase to rate base when, in fact, after netting out the effect of declining 
plant in service and Depreciation Reserve with the pro forma additions, 
there should be a decrease in rate base.” in this case, however as was the 
case in ComEd’s 2005 rate case ComEd’s net plant in service is 
increasing. Therefore, this case like Docket No. 05-0597 is distinguishable 
from Docket Nos. 02-0298, 03-0008 and 03-0009 (Consolidated). 

 With respect to Staff witnesses Griffin’s withdrawal of his proposal 
to adjust plant in service and accumulated depreciation balances to the 
actual amounts known at December 31, 2007, we agree with Mr. Griffin’s 
position that such an adjustment is not necessary or rather is moot if third 
quarter pro forma additions are not allowed which is what we have found 
based upon the evidence in the record.  Without third quarter pro forma 
additions there is no longer a comprehensive restatement of plant 
balances. 
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 With respect to the propriety of the additions, the Company 
provided extensive evidence in rebuttal testimony in response to Mr. 
Griffin’s direct testimony for its plant additions through September June 
30, 2008.  These additions include projects to establish service to new 
customers, “summer critical” projects to ensure that ComEd has adequate 
capacity for the summer peak season, corrective and preventative 
maintenance projects, projects to enhance system performance, and 
relocation of necessary existing facilities displaced by public works 
projects.  Accordingly, the Company has shown that these pro forma plant 
additions are reasonably certain to occur and are approved to the extent 
they exceed accumulated depreciation.   

 If the Commission were to include additions to Plant in Service all 
the way out to September 30, 2008 as the Proposed Order does, that 
would represent a comprehensive restatement of rate base and the Effron 
adjustment to Accumulated Depreciation would be appropriate.  However, 
in accepting ComEd’s additions to Plant in Service through September 30, 
2008 and Mr. Effron’s Accumulated Depreciation adjustment on 
embedded plant through September 30, 2008 the Commission would 
produce a mismatch.  Mr. Effron’s Accumulated Depreciation adjustment 
is based on his method of forecasting plant additions which assumes that 
additions in 2008 will mirror additions in 2007.  So, we would apply Mr. 
Effron’s Accumulated Depreciation adjustment to ComEd’s pro forma 
additions to plant.   

 There are only two ways to cure this mismatch problem, both are 
inappropriate given the record in this case.  First, the Order could accept 
Mr. Effron’s method of calculating pro forma additions to plant in service 
instead of ComEd’s pro forma additions.  This would be inappropriate 
because Mr. Effron’s resulting pro forma additions to plant are even less 
“reasonably certain” to occur than ComEd’s.  The second cure would be to 
make an adjustment to Accumulated Depreciation that corresponded to 
ComEd’s proposed Plant in Service at September 30, 2008.  However, the 
information is not in the record that would enable the adjustment. 

 In conclusion, the solution to this issue is to include pro forma 
additions to Plant in Service as of June 30, 2008 without an adjustment to 
Accumulated Depreciation that includes embedded plant. 
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b. Underground Cable and Services 
1. ComEd Should Be Required To Work With Staff to 

Provide the Information Necessary For Staff To Fully 
Evaluate Capital Additions 

 The PO references the Company’s claim that it does not maintain certain records 

and has never been required to do so. The Company’s failure to gather and disseminate 

basic information in support of its plant additions raises fundamental questions about its 

underlying costs. The Company could not identify how much of these plant addition 

costs are represented by materials and how much are capitalized labor costs. This lack 

of information makes it impossible to evaluate the reasonableness of the proposed 

additions. If the cost of materials is not revealed and the amount of labor costs that were 

factored into the additions is not recorded, one cannot determine what level of plant 

additions should be reasonable.  As the PO notes, this problem has existed for a long 

time. 

 Therefore, to address this problem, Staff urges the Commission in its Order to 

work with Staff to track, record and provide all information necessary for Staff to fully 

evaluate capital additions and require the Company to, at a minimum, supply the 

following information when it files its next rate case: 

• The cost of all material components of plant additions; 

• All labor hours, labor rates and total labor costs associated with those 

additions; 

• A listing and associated costs for all other significant cost items in those 

additions. 
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 Based on the forgoing discussion, Staff proposes the following revisions to the 

Commission’s Conclusion concerning underground lines and services on p. 42 of the 

PO: 

(3) Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 The fundamental issue concerning underground lines and services 
is that the Company has provided Mr. Williams and Mr. Lazare seem to 
make one apples-to-oranges comparison after another. These difficulties 
appear to be the result of insufficient information being provided to 
Commission Staff. The Commission notes, however, the Company‘s claim 
that it does not maintain records in the manner sought by Staff and that it has 
never been required to do so. Nevertheless, the information requested such 
as materials costs and capitalized labor expenses are the basic building 
blocks for determining the appropriate levels of plant additions for the 
Company. Furthermore, this information is essential for the Commission to 
assess the reasonableness of the proposed additions in this case. 

 Nevertheless, ComEd bears the burden of proving that its proposed 
rates are just and reasonable. It is not Staff‘s burden or responsibility to prove 
that the costs at issue here are unreasonable. Inferences within ComEd‘s 
briefs that Staff must make that showing are incorrect. 

 Thus, the Commission orders the Company to work with Staff to 
track, record and provide all information necessary for Staff to fully 
evaluate capital additions and provide in its next rate case all the 
information necessary to adequately support the plant additions it seeks to 
recover from ratepayers. That includes the cost of all material components 
of plant additions; all labor hours, labor rates and total labor costs 
associated with those additions; and a listing and associated costs for all 
other significant cost items in those additions. 

 That being said, however, Staff‘s adjustment is too extreme given 
that the Company has provided some justification for the increase in costs. 
Also, the Company effectively showed that by eliminating the most outdated 
information from the year 2000 from Mr. Lazare‘s averaging period reduced 
the recommended disallowance by 75%. Based on ComEd Cross Ex. 15, this 
results in an adjustment of $18,730,380. The Commission finds this to be 
reasonable because the year 2000 data is older and much lower than more 
recent years. 

2. Alternative Exceptions 

 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 
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the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has advised the Commission that it would not press its 

exceptions to the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues, including 

the instant underground cable and services issue.  In the event the Commission decides 

not to accept the complete set of joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation, 

while retaining the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested 

between ComEd and Staff, Staff conditionally takes exception on this issue as set forth 

below. 

 For all the reasons stated in Staff’s Initial and Reply Briefs, Staff avers that the 

PO should reflect the full adjustment recommended by Staff. Staff notes that the PO 

properly recognizes the merit of adjusting these costs as recommended by Staff, but the 

PO reduces that adjustment by 75%. 

Recommended Language 

 Staff also recommends that the PO be modified as follows: 

(3) Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 The fundamental issue concerning underground lines and services 
is that the Company has providedMr. Williams and Mr. Lazare seem to 
make one apples-to-oranges comparison after another. These difficulties 
appear to be the result of insufficient information being provided to 
Commission Staff. The Commission notes, however, the Company‘s claim 
that it does not maintain records in the manner sought by Staff and that it 
has never been required to do so. Nevertheless, the information requested 
such as materials costs and capitalized labor expenses are the basic 
building blocks for determining the appropriate levels of plant additions for 
the Company. Furthermore, this information is essential for the 
Commission to assess the reasonableness of the proposed additions in 
this case. 

 Nevertheless, ComEd bears the burden of proving that its proposed 
rates are just and reasonable. It is not Staff‘s burden or responsibility to 
prove that the costs at issue here are unreasonable. Inferences within 
ComEd‘s briefs that Staff must make that showing are incorrect. 
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 Thus, the Commission is left with a record that contains a lack of 
evidence to support the reasonableness of ComEd’s proposed plant 
additions for underground lines and services. In contrast, Staff has 
performed an analysis which shows that the unit costs for the additions 
have grown at a significant rate that is not explained by the Company’s 
evidence. Therefore, the Commission finds Staff’s recommended 
disallowances of $74.69 million and $36.26 million for underground lines 
and services, respectively, to be reasonable. Given the fact that the 
Company failed to support virtually all of these plant additions costs, this 
should be regarded as a conservative adjustment of underground lines 
and services costs. That being said, however, Staff‘s adjustment is too 
extreme given that the Company has provided some justification for the 
increase in costs. Also, the Company effectively showed that by 
eliminating the most outdated information from the year 2000 from Mr. 
Lazare‘s averaging period reduced the recommended disallowance by 
75%. Based on ComEd Cross Ex. 15, this results in an adjustment of 
$18,730,380. The Commission finds this to be reasonable because the 
year 2000 data is older and much lower than more recent years. 

 
2. Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and Amortization 

 See Section IV.A. above and Section IV.C.1.a. above. 

 
V. OPERATING EXPENSES 
 

B. Uncontested Issues 
 

2. Rate Case Expenses 
a. Rate Case Expenses of the Instant Case 

Argument 

 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 

the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has submitted exceptions language that should be used in that 

circumstance.  In the event the Commission decides not to accept the complete set of 

joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation while retaining the PO’s conclusions 
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on the other revenue requirement issues contested between ComEd and Staff, Staff 

submits these additional arguments and language changes for consideration by the 

Commission. 

 The PO rejects Staff’s $1 million reduction to rate case expense on the grounds 

that it was rejecting the Stipulation and, therefore, it was reasonable to allow ComEd to 

recover one hundred percent of its projected rate case expense of $ 11.5 million.  The 

PO fails to recognize that ComEd by entering into the Stipulation with Staff to date has 

significantly reduced the number of contested issues in this case which has already 

impacted its surrebuttal testimony, cross examination at hearing and briefing.  Thus, the 

Stipulation did reduce rate case expense, regardless of whether the Commission adopts 

the Stipulation.  In addition, as Staff witness Griffin pointed out in his direct testimony 

ComEd’s rate case expense in just a two year period has increased by ten percent and 

ComEd in rebuttal testimony never provided a specific reason for such an increase.  

Given the above, the Commission should accept Staff’s proposed $1 million reduction to 

rate case expense regardless of whether the Commission accepts the Stipulation.  

 

Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to page 48 of the PO: 

 ComEd originally proposed to include in operating expenses 
$11,500,000, amortized over a three-year period, in order to recover the 
estimated rate case expenses of the instant case.  ComEd Ex. 7.0 Corr. at 
40; ComEd Ex. 7.1 Sched. C-2.9.  In direct testimony Staff witness Griffin 
testified that ComEd had only supported $2,953,000 of rate case expense.  
Staff was concerned that ComEd had over estimated its rate case 
expense given that ComEd’s estimate for rate case expense was ten 
percent higher then its last rate case expense from just two years ago and 
that at the time of filing Staff’s direct testimony ComEd had only spent 
26% of the estimated cost.  In direct testimony, Mr. Griffin indicated he 
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would consider additional support offered by the Company to support its 
rate case expense. ICC Staff Ehibit 2.0 Correctged, p. 19.  In rebuttal 
testimony, ComEd provided additional support showing that the actual 
expenses incurred through February 29, 2008 were $6,336,510 and that 
the costs would increase non-ratably as the rate case progressed.  
ComEd Ex. 25.0 Corr. at 64-66.  As of March 2008, the actual expenses 
had increased to $7,265,513.  ComEd Ex. 40.0 Corr. at 28.  

 In rebuttal Staff, however, proposed a $1 million reduction on the 
grounds that the Staff/ComEd joint recommendations substantially 
reduced the issues in the instant case.  Staff Ex. 15.0 Corr. at 12-13.  
ComEd did not object to Staff’s $1 million reduction or to amortization of 
the adjustment amount over three years, and reflected these adjustments 
in its final revised revenue requirement.  ComEd Ex. 40.0 Corr. at 28-29.  
However, absent the joint recommedations, ComEd should be allowed to 
recover the full amount of its rate case expenses. 

 According to Staff and ComEd, ComEd’s expenses incurred as of 
March 31, 2008 were $7,265,513.  While ComEd still projects that its rate 
case expenses will be $11,500,000.  tThe Commission finds Staff’s 
adjustment to be inappropriate regardless of whether because the 
Stipulation is not adopted.  By entering into the Stipulation with Staff the 
issues to be addressed by ComEd at hearing were reduced significantly 
which would already have had the effect of reducing rate case expense.  
Also as noted by Staff witness Griffin in just a two year period ComEd’s 
rate case expense has increased by ten percent with no specific reason 
being provided by the Company for such an increase and, therefore, only 
the Company’s full projected rate case expense of 
$10,500,00011,500,000 is approved for the Company. 

 
b. Original Cost Audit Legal Expenses 

Argument 

 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 

the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has submitted exceptions language that should be used in that 

circumstance.  In the event the Commission decides not to accept the complete set of 

joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation while retaining the PO’s conclusions 
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on the other revenue requirement issues contested between ComEd and Staff, Staff 

submits these additional arguments and language changes for consideration by the 

Commission. 

 The Commission should reject the PO’s recommendation that ComEd be allowed 

to recover $794,000 of Original Cost Audit Legal Expenses.  The PO rejects Staff’s 

recommendations that the $794,000 of Original Cost Audit Legal Expense be 

disallowed.  The PO sets forth that the legal expense was the result of a directive from 

ComEd’s last rate case to have an original cost audit conducted and without approval of 

the Stipulation there may be more issues open up for litigation between Staff and 

ComEd. PO, pp. 48-49.  Regardless of whether the Stipulation is approved by the 

Commission, the PO fails to consider Staff witness Griffin’s testimony that while the 

Company paid $1,547,000 to the auditor pursuant to the contract approved by the 

Commission, to allow ComEd to recover legal fees that represent fifty percent of the 

audit fees is not reasonable.  Accordingly Staff recommends that the PO be modified as 

follows. 

Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to pages 48-49 of the PO: 

 Staff witness Griffin proposed an adjustment of $794,000 to 
ComEd’s Original Cost Audit legal expenses, which the Company 
proposed to amortize over three years.  Staff’s adjustment resulted in a 
$265,000 reduction to the Company’s requested operating expenses.  As 
part of the Stipulation, ComEd agreed with Staff’s adjustment to reduce 
the annual costs associated with the original cost audit by $265,000.  
However, absent the Staff/ComEd joint recommendations, the $265,000 
the Company argues that the cost should be restored to the derivation of 
ComEd’s revenue requirement.   

 While tThe OCA legal expenses may beare the result of a directive 
contained in the Commission’s Order from the Company’s last rate case, 
the Commission finds it unreasonable for ratepayers to pay legal fees 
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equal to half the cost of the audit itself.  Given the choice of allowing full 
recovery of all of the legal fees and no recovery the Commission finds no 
recovery the most reasonable option.  The results of the OCA may impact 
the Company’s rate base.  Morevoer, without the Stipulation, more issues 
may open up for litigation between the Company and Staff.  Accordingly, 
the Commission does not adopts Staff’s adjustment.   

 

Technical Correction 

 Staff notes that the PO does not adopt Staff’s proposed adjustment of $794,000 

to ComEd‘s Original Cost Audit legal expenses, which the Company proposed to 

amortize over three years. Staff‘s adjustment resulted in a $265,000 reduction to the 

operating expenses considered in the derivation of the Company‘s revenue 

requirement. PO p. 48-49. However, Staff notes that the appendix to the PO reflects this 

$265,000 adjustment on page 2, column (f). If, contrary to Staff’s recommendation, the 

Commission does not adopt Staff’s proposed adjustment, the appendix to the 

Commission’s order should be revised accordingly. 

 

C. Contested Issues 
1. Incentive Compensation Cost and Expenses 

Argument 

 As noted above in Section IV,A.3, if the Commission determines it is appropriate 

to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions set forth in the Stipulation while retaining 

the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested between 

ComEd and Staff, Staff has advised the Commission that it would not press its 

exceptions to the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues, including 

the instant incentive compensation issue.  In the event the Commission decides not to 
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accept the complete set of joint recommendations contained in the Stipulation, while 

retaining the PO’s conclusions on the other revenue requirement issues contested 

between ComEd and Staff, Staff conditionally takes exception on this issue as set forth 

below. 

 The PO reached an incorrect conclusion by relying exclusively on the 

Commission decision in Docket No. 05-0597 to determine the issue of ComEd’s Total 

Cost goals in its Annual Incentive Plan (“AIP”).  PO, p. 57  The PO does not address the 

argument set forth in Staff’s reply brief that the Commission can deal freely with each 

situation as it comes before it, regardless of how it may have dealt with a similar or the 

same situation previously. Mississippi River Fuel Corp. v. Illinois Commerce 

Commission, 1 Ill.2d 509, 513.  Staff RB, p. 32.  The failure to consider that argument is 

significant given that that the facts in this case on this issue are different then the facts 

in Docket No. 05-0597.   

 There are new aspects to Staff’s proposal in this case that the PO did not 

consider in the formulation of the conclusion.  Unlike in Docket No. 05-0597, Staff’s 

proposed treatment of the Total Cost goal of the AIP requires shareholders to share half 

the cost of the goal since ratepayers will receive no benefit until a future rate case is 

adopted.  By affording this cost entirely to ratepayers the PO ignores the evidence that 

shareholders are the only party that benefit from the Total Cost goal in between rate 

cases, which are filed solely at ComEd’s discretion.  ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0, p. 13.  

ComEd’s position that the Total Cost goal has been decided already by the Commission 

ignores the Commission requirement to base each case’s conclusions on the record 

therein. 
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 The only reason stated in the PO’s conclusion that ComEd’s position is 

persuasive is that “the Commission found as much in Docket 05-0597…and we see no 

reason to waver [SIC]”.  PO, p. 57.  The PO’s conclusion fails to consider the evidence 

in this case of Staff’s alternative position of a cost that clearly provides benefits to 

shareholders.  The PO should recognize the record and arguments in this case and 

amend its Conclusion as follows. 

Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to page 57 of the PO: 

f)  Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

* * * 

 We disagree with ComEd regarding its Total Costs goals.  While 
Tthe Commission found as much in favor of ComEd in Docket 05-0597, 
Order at 96-97 (July 26, 2006), and we see no reason to waver the 
evidence in this case is clear that the Total Costs goals benefit both 
shareholders and ratepayers.  Therefore, we find that the sharing of costs 
which Staff advocates is appropriate and reasonable to reflect the 
separate benefits received by ratepayers and shareholders.   

 

VI. RATE OF RETURN 
 

E. Effects of Riders SMP and SEA on Cost of Capital 
Argument 

 The PO, in addressing the effect of Riders SMP and SEA on rate or return, 

“reserves the right to make a determination on possible modifications to the cost of 

capital for SMP assets or overall cost of capital for ComEd and the return on equity for 

ComEd at the time that ComEd refiles Rider SMP.” (PO, p. 98)  As the PO correctly 

points out, Staff believes that there should be a lower rate of return on SMP assets.  
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The PO reserves the Commission’s right to address what that return should be on SMP 

assets through the Rider at the time ComEd refiles Rider SMP.  Staff does not take 

exception to that part of the PO.  However, the PO also leaves open the possibility for 

the Commission making modifications to the overall cost of capital for ComEd and the 

return on equity for ComEd at the time ComEd refiles Rider SMP. 

 Staff would caution the Commission with respect to making such modifications to 

ComEd’s overall cost of capital due to concerns that a party may argue that would 

constitute single issue ratemaking.  The Illinois Supreme Court has stated that “[t]he 

rule against single-issue ratemaking recognizes that the revenue formula is designed to 

determine the revenue requirement based on the aggregate costs and demand of the 

utility.  Therefore, it would be improper to consider changes to components of the 

revenue requirement in isolation.” Business and Professional Peoples for the Public 

Interest v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 146 Ill2d 175, 244 (1991)  Since rate of 

return on capital is one of the components of the revenue requirement, it would seem to 

constitute single issue rate making if the Commission were to modify ComEd’s cost of 

capital in the subsequent SMP proceeding without considering changes in other 

components to the revenue requirement, such as operating costs and rate base.  Of 

course, the effect of Rider SMP on ComEd’s rate of return could be considered in the 

Company’s next rate case, and that would not raise the same concern of single issue 

ratemaking.  Given the above concern, Staff recommends that the PO be modified to 

eliminate the language that the Commission reserves the right to make modifications to 

the overall cost of capital for ComEd and the return on equity for ComEd at the time 

ComEd refiles Rider SMP. 
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Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to page 98 of the PO: 

 The Commission has considered the arguments on the effect that 
approved SMP projects will have on ComEd’s rate of return.  ComEd 
argues that no reduction in the cost of capital is appropriate.  Staff 
believes that there should be a lower rate of return on SMP assets but 
does not know how it could be quantified.  CUB argues that the rate of 
return on SMP assets should be limited to ComEd’s cost of long term 
debt, 6.74%.  IIEC argues that the marketplace will not distinguish 
between SMP projects and other assets in rate base. IIEC contends that 
an overall .5% reduction in the cost of capital is appropriate.   

 There is no analysis in the record supporting any specific 
percentage.  In the absence of a concrete proposal from ComEd 
establishing the amount that would flow through the rider during a specific 
time period, we have no basis to determine what effect, if any, that project 
would have on the Company’s cost of capital.  However, wWe therefore 
reserve the right to make a determination on return on possible 
modifications to the cost of capital for SMP assets by or overall cost of 
capital for ComEd and the return on equity for ComEd  for recovery 
through Rider SMP at the time that ComEd refiles Rider SMP. 

 
VII. NEW RIDERS 

B. Rider SMP – Systems Modernization Projects Adjustment 
Argument 
 

1. Policy Discussion 

 The PO rejects ComEd’s plan seeking approval of Rider SMP as proposed by 

the Company.  The PO instead recommends limiting Rider SMP to only include 

investments included in “Phase 0.”  PO, p. 134.  Staff’s understanding is that under the 

PO none of the other smart grid investments originally proposed by ComEd in this 

proceeding would be eligible for cost recovery under Rider SMP. 
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 The PO also recommends that a collaborative/workshop process be undertaken 

which would then be followed by a docketed proceeding.  Id.  Subsequent to the 

docketed proceeding, ComEd would file a compliance tariff, tentatively named Rider 

SG- Smart Grid, which would replace or supersede Rider SMP to recover investments 

associated with the implementation of the Smart Grid as directed by the Commission in 

its order in the preceding docketed proceeding.  PO, p. 135. 

 Staff agrees that the State’s development of the Smart Grid should proceed at a 

more measured pace then could have occurred under ComEd’s initial or even 

subsequently-modified Rider SMP proposal.  Staff also agrees that it would be 

appropriate for all interested parties to have an opportunity exchange ideas and 

hopefully arrive at consensus about the State’s Smart Grid policies.  Given these 

sentiments, Staff does not oppose the PO’s general recommendations described above. 

 Staff, however, has two concerns with the PO’s plan.  First, the PO is lacking in 

details and does not clearly describe the purposes of Phase 0, the workshop process 

and the docketed proceeding.   Second, it is virtually certain that the one-year timetable 

recommended by the PO for the workshop process and docketed proceeding, running 

at least in part concurrently with ComEd’s estimated seven-month duration for 

deployment of smart meters, will be too short to accomplish these steps if sufficient time 

is devoted to complete each step.  Thus, Staff recommends an extension of the one-

year schedule to at least two years.    

a. Phase 0 

 The PO recommends that the Commission adopt Rider SMP, with the 

qualification that Rider SMP be limited to the deployment of Phase 0.  PO, p. 134.  
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However, there is only a general description in the record of Phase 0.  According to 

Company witness Clair, Phase 0 is as a “scaled AMI deployment” (ComEd Ex. 38.0 at 

6:125) consisting of the installation of approximately 200,000 meters in a single ComEd 

operating center.  ComEd Ex. 23.0 (Corrected) at 6:111-112.  Anticipated capital 

expenditures, consisting of meters and other assets, would be approximately 

$60,000,000.  Id at 8:160.  Meter deployment would take place over seven months.  Id 

at 6:114. The PO recommends that Phase 0 begin “as soon as practicable” and 

terminate at the end of 2009.  PO, p. 134. 

 Staff does not object to the concept of this plan, but only if Phase 0 is a limited-

term experimental program whose results clearly will be used to assist the workshop 

and subsequent docketed proceeding participants, and the Commission, to assess how 

(and whether) further AMI/smart grid investments should be made.  If, however, Phase 

0 is merely the name for the first step of planned full-scale AMI deployment that would 

proceed regardless of the information obtained during the workshop process and 

regardless of the outcome of the docketed proceeding, then the workshops and 

subsequent docketed proceeding would serve little purpose because the workshops 

and any subsequent docketed proceeding will not be able to take into account the 

results of Phase 0.  

 While ComEd has not described Phase 0 as an experimental program, it is clear 

that ComEd’s plan had elements of a typical experimental or pilot program.  For 

example, ComEd developed a set of criteria to evaluate Phase 0 prior to full-scale AMI 

deployment. ComEd Ex. 16.0 (Corrected) at 3-4:61-67; ComEd Ex. 23.0 at 6-7:132-136 

and ComEd Ex. 38.0 at 6-7:125-131.  Additionally, ComEd proposed to bring 
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information derived from Phase 0 to workshop participants, who collaboratively would 

create criteria that would be used to evaluate the program. Tr. at 203. 

 Staff recognizes that the PO provides some indication that Phase 0 is meant to 

be an experimental program.  For example, the PO states that workshop process 

should develop evaluation criteria. PO, p. 134.  Presumably, this refers to the process 

by which Phase 0 program results are to be evaluated.  However, the PO does not 

actually state that ComEd should evaluate the results of Phase 0 and bring its analysis 

to workshop participants or the Commission, even though the PO notes ComEd’s 

statements that Phase 0 will enable the Company to quantify the costs and benefits of 

AMI deployment.  PO, p. 134.  Additionally, the PO does not recommend that ComEd 

identify for workshop participants or the Commission the design of Phase 0, or identify 

the type of communication systems it plans to install, the cost of the meters or the 

communication systems, the vendor of the meters, or even the operating center where 

the meters would be deployed.  The PO also does not address whether ComEd should 

propose tariffs to enable customers equipped with smart meters to participate in 

demand response programs.   

 Staff recommends that the PO describe Phase 0 as an experimental program, 

the purpose of which is to provide information to workshop participants about the 

potential costs and benefits of AMI/smart grid deployment.  The PO should state that, 

after the meter installation period and an initial operational period, ComEd should 

evaluate the program results and bring those results to workshop participants. 

 Under Staff’s recommendation, therefore, Phase 0 would have to conclude well 

before the conclusion of the collaborative process, though it would not be necessary 
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that it conclude prior to the start of the collaborative process.  As installation of the 

meters would take approximately seven months and the operational and evaluation 

periods would also consume some number of months, (presumably a long-enough 

period of time to collect sufficient information that workshop participants and the 

Commission could reasonably rely upon that information as truly representative and 

predictive of full-scale AMI deployment,) adoption of Staff’s recommendation would 

require modification by a significant extension of the timetable described in the PO.  

Staff suggests one additional year would suffice to accomplish the activities associated 

with Phase 0, the workshop process, the docketed proceedings, and the Rider SG-

Smart Grid proceeding.  

b. Workshop Process 

 The PO recommends the Commission convene a collaborative/workshop 

process that would be begin immediately after adoption of the Commission’s order. PO, 

p. 134. Unlike Phase 0, which involved AMI technology only, the workshop process 

would discuss the full range of smart grid topics.  This recommendation reflects the 

position of most, if not all, parties in this proceeding.  

 Staff has a number of recommendations regarding the workshop process.  First, 

the PO does not clearly state what the workshop process is intended to achieve.  

Assuming that participants are to discuss the list of topics identified in the PO, Staff 

recommends that the Commission clearly identify that the purpose of the workshop is to 

produce recommendations that the Commission could consider for adoption in the 

subsequent docketed proceeding.  Additionally, the Commission should clarify in its 
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order in this proceeding how disagreements among workshop participants are to be 

resolved and/or resolved in the subsequent docketed proceeding 

 Second, the Commission should make clear that topics listed in its final order in 

this proceeding are intended to be discussed in the workshops.  Assuming that the list is 

meant for workshop discussions, to this list Staff would add the analysis of Phase 0 

results, including the projected costs and benefits of full-scale AMI deployment and the 

potential for new demand response programs to take advantage of the capabilities of 

AMI. 

 Third, the PO does not identify who should facilitate the workshops, and, if a 

third-party is chosen, who will select the facilitator?  Staff’s position in this regard is that 

an independent facilitator should be selected by the Commission from 

recommendations received from potentially interested parties to be paid for by both 

ComEd and the Ameren utilities, since the workshop process and subsequent docketed 

proceeding should both be comprehensive statewide proceeding with applicability 

across the state and not just in ComEd’s service territory. 

 Fourth, as stated above, the one-year timeframe to complete the workshop 

process and the subsequent docketed proceeding is not realistic if it is anticipated that it 

will be realistically effective and it should therefore be extended one year to provide for 

a two year schedule.  

c. Docketed Proceeding /Filing of Rider SG – Smart Grid 

 The PO recommends that the Commission undertake a proceeding to “adopt 

specific goals.”  PO, p. 135. It is not clear whether the policies adopted in this 

proceeding would be applicable to ComEd only or Illinois electric utilities generally.  
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Staff’s position is that an undertaking of the nature of the workshop process with its 

necessary exploration of the full range of smart grid topics should be a statewide 

proceeding and the subsequent docketed proceeding should also have statewide 

applicability.  There is absolutely no point, and it would be a significant waste of utility, 

intervenor, Staff and Commission resources to duplicate the entire process for the 

Ameren utilities and other Illinois electric utilities.  Accordingly, Staff recommends that 

other utilities be provided notice of the workshop process.  It is also not clear whether 

ComEd or any other utility or party would also be invited in this proceeding to propose 

further smart grid deployment plans or whether such particular plans would be a topic 

only for ComEd’s subsequent Rider SG proceeding.    

2. Adoption of Rider SMP for Phase 0 Discussion 

a.  Regulatory Asset and Amortization Period if Approved 

 The PO reached a conclusion to approve Rider SMP for the “very limited purpose 

of implementing Phase 0 of the Company’s proposed AMI deployment.”  PO, p. 134.  

The PO is silent, however, about whether the requested regulatory asset related to AMI 

and the early retirement of ComEd’s meters is approved.  Further, Staff and ComEd are 

in dispute, if such regulatory asset is approved, about whether the amortization period 

should be ten years as proposed by ComEd, or the eighteen years recommended by 

Staff. Staff IB, pp. 79-80.  Staff recommends eighteen years given that is the average 

remaining life of the meters. ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, pp. 25-27. 
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b.  Conditions Agreed to by Parties 

 The PO is also silent as to whether the conditions agreed upon during the 

proceeding and summarized in Staff’s Initial Brief at page 78, item 4, are adopted.  Staff 

recommends language to address this concern. 

 

c.  Future Rider SMP Filings 

 The PO also finds that “after the completion of Phase 0 and the Smart Grid 

docket”, the Company shall refile Rider SMP with appropriate process changes 

addressed. PO, p. 135.  From the sentences just prior to this statement, the PO infers 

that ComEd may request a shortened approval period in a future Rider SG tariff. Id. 

However, such a conclusion is premature without the analysis of Phase 0 

implementation and workshops to consider all Smart Grid goals and implementation.  

Therefore, Staff recommends the PO be modified to acknowledge only that the approval 

process in a future Rider SG may be shortened, however no such directive or finding 

can be made at this time.   

Recommended Language 

 Staff recommends the following changes to pages 132-135 of the PO: 

13. Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 The Commission commends ComEd for its initiative in pursuing 
Smart Grid and AMI.  Staff witness Schlaf described many of the 
operational and societal benefits of AMI, i.e., reduced headcount for meter 
readers, fewer field visits to restore power outages, less time fielding 
customer complaints, minimizing future generation costs, reduced need 
for upgrades and investments to ComEd’s transmission and distribution 
systems and also environmental benefits.  Some of these environmental 
benefits are possible through reduced power plant emissions and fewer 
vehicles on the road.   

*  *  * 
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 With these concerns in mind, Rider SMP is approved but only for 
the very limited purpose of implementing Phase 0 of the Company’s 
proposed AMI deployment on a limited term experimental basis.  Further, 
the regulatory asset related to the early retirement of meters replaced in 
Phase 0 as an experimental program is approved, and shall have an 
amortization period equal to the average remaining useful life of eighteen 
years.  Any future regulatory assets created from implementation of Smart 
Grid must be individually approved by the Commission.  Further, the 
conditions Staff witness Hathhorn proposed as summarized in point 
number four of this Order in the preceeding section, are approved, with 
the exception of the six-month approval process in item (1) since we are 
approving AMI Phase 0 as an experimental program at this time.  We view 
Phase 0 as an experimental program that will assist the Commission in 
evaluating whether additional AMI investments are warranted.  The 
Commission is not making any judgment at this point as to whether 
ComEd will be permitted to continue with future AMI investments following 
completion of Phase 0. ComEd witness Clair testified that Phase 0 will 
enable the Company to quantify the costs and benefits of full AMI 
deployment.   

 As proposed, Phase 0 of the plan for AMI deployment would be 
limited to roughly 200,000 customers and completed by the end of 2009 
,with the installation of the meters taking approximately seven months.  
ComEd may submit Rider SMP through a separate compliance filing so 
that Rider SMP for Phase 0 will be effective no later than October 1, 2008.   

 ComEd witness Clair testified that Phase 0 will enable the 
Company to quantify the costs and benefits of full AMI deployment.  Ms. 
Clair also testified that, after deployment. ComEd will be able to analyze 
certain performance and operational aspects of Phase 0.  Therefore, 
following the deployment period and a period that is extensive enough to 
enable ComEd to evaluate the program, ComEd is directed to prepare a 
report assessing the results of Phase 0.  ComEd is directed to make this 
report available to the workshop process described below. 

 The Commission directs that the workshop process begin as soon 
as practicable to finalize evaluation criteria and Phase 0 technology 
selection criteria.  ComEd does not object and we agree with CUB that it is 
important and appropriate that a third party facilitator be employed to 
direct the workshop process.  Accordingly all interested parties may 
submit recommendations to the Commission for a third party facilitator to 
be selected by the Commission. 

 The potential benefits of a Smart Grid are such that Smart Grid and 
AMI topics should be pursued and considered by the Commission in a 
deliberate and thorough manner.  The clear direction of federal policy, as 
embodied in the Energy Independence Security Act of 2007 (“EISA”), 
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Public Law 110-140, is for states to consider smart grid topics.  According 
to Staff witness Schlaf, the Commission must open proceedings to 
consider the two EISA smart grid ratemaking standards by December 19, 
2008 and conclude its investigations by December 19, 2009.  Staff Ex. 9.0 
at 6.   

 The Commission agrees that a process should be initiated outside 
of this rate case during which the Commission can consider whether and 
in what manner the approximately $1 billion cost of AMI and Smart Grid 
investments would be justified to maximize the potential benefits.  It is not 
clear that the EISA proceeding is the proper vehicle.  Phase 0 followed by 
aA collaborative workshop process and followed by a docketed 
proceeding where the Commission can adopt specific goals is appropriate 
and should be completed within two one years of this Order.  Such a time 
frame will allow interested parties and the Commission to consider the 
results of Phase 0. 

 ComEd is directed to participate in the workshop process which is 
to include all Illinois electric utilities and any other interested parties, to be 
facilitated by a third-party (“Facilitator”) chosen or approved by the 
Commission after receiving input from the utilities and interested parties.  
The Commission shall retain hiring and firing authority of the Facilitator. 
The purpose of the workshop process is to identify recommended policies 
to guide future development of the Smart Grid in Illinois that we can 
consider for adoption in the docketed proceeding.  The Facilitator will 
report any consensus items as well as any areas of disagreement.  
ComEd and other Illinois electric utilities will cover the expenses 
associated with the workshop process.  If applicable, the Commission may 
approve the costs of the workshop process to be paid from grant money 
available. The workshop will focus on the topics listed below.  The 
collaborative process should also incorporate examination of utility-
specific issues.We agree with CUB that the collaborative process should 
address foundational policies, as well as incorporate utility-specific issues.   

 The policies for consideration in the collaborative process should 
include, but would not be limited to: 1) definition of a smart grid and its 
functionalities; 2) principles Illinois should use to guide smart grid planning 
and deployment, for example interoperability, open architecture, and non-
discriminatory access; 3) uniform standards; 4) methods of estimating, 
calculating and assessing benefits and costs, including evaluation of non-
quantifiable benefits (and costs); 5) implications of smart grid technology 
for existing policies regarding rate design, consumer protection, and 
customer choice; 6) effect of statutory renewable resource, demand 
response and energy efficiency goals on smart grid planning and 
implementation; 7) consumer education and dissemination of information 
about smart grid applications; 8) access by electricity market participants 
to smart grid functionalities; data collection, storage, management, 
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security, and availability to third parties; 9) standards for interconnection of 
third party equipment; and 10) mechanisms to flow through to customers 
any utility smart grid revenues;  and .11) adoption of new demand 
response programs.   

 Because analysis of Phase 0, the experimental limited program, is 
one of the issues to be addressed in the collaborative process, we direct 
ComEd to provide its report regarding the results of Phase 0 to workshop 
participants. Therefore, the workshop process cannot conclude until 
ComEd has provided the Phase 0 evaluation report and the parties have 
had an opportunity to review the report.   

 Following the workshop process, the Commission will open a Smart 
Grid proceeding to consider the report provided by the facilitator. In this 
proceeding, the Commission may develop policies guiding the State’s 
future development of the smart grid.  

 The Commission finds that Rider SMP (or more appropriately Rider 
SG – Smart Grid) should be re-filed in a separate docketed proceeding 
after the completion of Phase 0 and the Smart Grid docket.  With that 
filing, the Company should be prepared to explain how it will implement 
the findings of the Smart Grid docket and also present the cost benefit 
analysis and other information that the Commission sought in Peoples 
Gas proceeding (Docket 07-0241/07-0242).  Among other things, the 
Company should show whether the earnings cap is the appropriate 
method to capture the benefits for consumers and the impact of rider 
approval on its cost of capital for those projects.   

 ComEd witness Crumrine stated in his rebuttal testimony that “in 
the event the Commission orders separate processes be undertaken to 
further consider Smart Grid technologies, such as those proposed by Staff 
or CUB, many of the threshold issues already will have been addressed 
by the parties in those processes.  Thus, less time should be required to 
consider these issues in future approval proceedings.” ComEd Ex. 30.0 at 
14.  The project by project consideration may be appropriate, but only in 
the context of overall Smart Grid goals as defined in the workshop 
process.  Therefore, when the Company refiles, it may propose 
appropriate process changes regarding the length and process of 
approval of Smart Grid investment in a rider subsequent to Phase 0.  

 In summary, Rider SMP is adopted for the limited purpose of 
implementing Phase 0 of AMI deployment on an experimental limited 
basis the results of which will be analyzed by ComEd and brought to the 
workshop process.  A workshop process with a third party Facilitator to be 
selected by the Commission but paid for by ComEd and other Illinois 
electric utilities should begin immediately to consider Smart Grid in Illinois 
and utility specific issues, to be followed by a Commission docket to adopt 
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specific goals.  Thereafter, ComEd may re-file its request for rider 
recovery of Smart Grid investment. 

 Findings and Ordering Paragraphs 

* * * 

15. Rider SMP is approved for the limited purpose of implementing the 
Company’s Phase 0 of AMI deployment on an experimental limited term 
basis;  

16. Staff should be directed to initiate a workshop process to be 
facilitated by a third party Facilitator selected by the Commission but paid 
for by ComEd and the other Illinois electric utilities, or grant money if 
applicable, for purposes of considering Smart Grid that will be followed by 
a docketed proceeding on the matter as described herein. 

* * * 

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Rider SMP is approved for the 
experimental limited purpose of implementing the Company’s Phase 0 of 
AMI deployment.  

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Staff is directed to initiate a 
workshop process to be facilitated by a third party Facilitator selected by 
the Commission but paid for by ComEd and any other Illinois electric 
utilities, or grant money if applicable, for purposes of considering Smart 
Grid that will be followed by a docketed proceeding on the matter as 
described herein. 

 

XI. OTHER 
B. Reporting on Affiliate Interest Transactions (Uncontested) 

 The PO at page 226 correctly reflects the agreements between Staff and ComEd 

regarding various reporting requirements, including the schedules ComEd will file as 

part of its Form 21 in the future.  However, these agreements are not mentioned in the 

PO’s Findings and Ordering paragraphs, and the Commission’s acceptance of these 

agreements should be reflected in the Findings and Ordering. 

Recommended Language 
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 Staff recommends the following changes to page 228 of the PO 

(17) ComEd shall comply with the agreements described in this 
Order to file by May 1 annually, as a supplemental schedule to its 
ILCC Form 21, the amount it receives each year by affiliate, from 
providing services to affiliated interests and for receiving services 
from affiliates, for each affiliate for which ComEd receives or pays 
over $500,000 annually, with a description of the services provided 
or received.  This reporting shall include all “pass through” 
transactions. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Commonwealth Edison Company is 
directed to file the supplemental schedule to its ILCC Form 21 as 
described in Finding paragraph (17). 
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XIII. CONCLUSION 

 WHEREFORE, for all the reasons set forth herein, the Staff of the Illinois 

Commerce Commission respectfully requests that its recommendations be adopted in 

this proceeding. 

 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
       ___________________________ 
 MICHAEL R. BOROVIK 

JOHN C. FEELEY 
CARMEN L. FOSCO 
Office of General Counsel 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
160 North LaSalle Street, Suite C-800 
Chicago, IL  60601 
Phone:  (312) 793-2877 
Fax:  (312) 793-1556 
mborovik@icc.illinois.gov 
jfeeley@icc.illinois.gov 
cfosco@icc.illinois.gov 
 

 
July 24, 2008 

Counsel for the Staff of the  
Illinois Commerce Commission 
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